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April 21st, 2019 - HI SCAN 180180 is a state of the art X ray inspection system for the scanning of objects up to a size of 100 X 100 cm. HI SCAN 180180 is particularly designed to meet the needs and applications of airports, customs facilities, transportation operations, carriers, parcel services or wherever high security and total screening of large objects are required.
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April 8th, 2019 - Find out all of the information about the Smiths Detection product X ray inspection machine HI SCAN 180180. Contact a supplier or the parent company directly to get a quote or to find out a price or your closest point of sale.
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April 20th, 2019 - • New HiTraX II system platform with extended scope of services • High resolution image display with doubled resolution • Up to 37 mm steel penetration • Wire detectability up to AWG 41. HI SCAN 6046si is a consequent advancement of HI SCAN 6040i with more than 6000 installations worldwide the most successful.
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April 20th, 2019 - This site uses cookies to store information on your computer. Some of these cookies are necessary for us to deliver this site to you others help us to make sure you have an improved user experience on the Smiths Detection site and with our people. By using this site you consent to the placement of these cookies.
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April 18th, 2019 - SMITHS DETECTION SMITHS HEIMANN. Smiths Heimann Products Range. Smiths Detection is a world leader in transportation security notably airport X ray systems used in the search for illegal and dangerous items or for explosives detection in checked baggage, hand baggage or on passengers themselves.
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April 19th, 2019 - State of the art HiTraX technology efficient online image analysis methods as well as an operator interface ergonomically designed to be adapted to the installation conditions make the HISCAN 9075 an ultramodern and efficient instrument mail singapore smiths heimann.com.
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Today more than 70 000 Smiths Heimann X ray inspection systems have been supplied … Heimann Systems was founded in 1946 by Prof Dr Walter Heimann one of television technology’s early … among them X ray inspection units for baggage screening which became an international requirement in … Checkpoint Security Screening Equipment Point Security …
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April 21st, 2019 - DIGITAL IMAGE STORE SYSTEM HEIMANN X RAY INSPECTION SYSTEMS Introduction The IMS Image Store System al lows the digital storage of both single X ray images of the HI SCAN X ray inspection unit and images of all screened baggage items for archiving and training purposes The storage takes place on the HiTraX electronics Quality
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April 9th, 2019 - • State of the art HiTraX system technology with HI MATPlus material classification • High performance Typical penetration 30 mm of steel wire resolution up to AWG 39 HEIMANN X RAY TECHNOLOGY Technical Data HI SCAN 6030di Smiths Heimann Document Author
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